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control of runout.
Runout is a characteristic of gear
quality iliat results in an effective center
distance variation. As long as the runnut
doesn't cause loss of backlash, it won't
hurt the function of the gear, which is
to transmit smooth motion under load
from one shaft to another. However,
runeut does result. in accumulated pitch
variation, and this causes non-uniform
motion, which does affect the function
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gears.

Runout

is a radial

wllile accumulated pitch
variation is at tangential characteristic
that causes transmission error, Gears
function taagentially, mt is also possible
to have a gear with accumulated pilch

phenomenon,
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variation, but httle or no runout,

In fact, runoutaffects ,every other
of gear quality. such as

characteristic

involute or tooth form, index or pitch

variation, lead or tooth alignment variation, and noiseand vibration. It is quite
common for one to have problems trying to meet specifications for index. or
pitch variation when the cause is
actually runout, The various measures
of gear quality are not independent
parameters. They are .ai[ .intluenced by
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Much time can be wasted trying to fix
the wrong source of the problem in a
machine tool. For example. ita perfect
gear were to be produced ona machine.
but put into an inspection machine with
runout in the arbor or center it would
j
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have apparent. involate and index er-
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NEWS ABOUT ...

HURTH

In an effort to consolidate ownership and diversify global,
manufacturing activities. Carl Hurth GmbH and Co. (Munich)
was recently acquired by Fritz C. A. Hurth, the founder's
grandson. The younger Mr. Hurth founded and also operates Hurth Axle S.p.A. in Italy.
The Hurth organiz.ation is manufacturing and marketing
a broad range of products and equipment for the Gear,
Automotive,
Aerospace
and Off-Highway
industries
throughout the world. Included are gears and gearboxes;
precision finishing machinery for gears in the green or hard
stages: deburring and tooth pointing equipment; together
with tooling and accessories.
KIingelnberg Gear Tech nology, Inc., the exclusive representation for HURTH in North America, indicated that the
consolidation of ownership of Carl Hurth GmbH within the
Hurth family will serve to strengthen both organizations. The
Hurth line of products is known worldwide for state-of-the-art
design of high quality equipment and power transmission
components. That tradition will continue under the strong
leadership of Fritz C. A. Hurth.
For more information on Hurth products and services,
contact: Ernst Loffelmann, Klingelnberg Gear Technology,
Inc. 15200 Folt7.lndustrial Parkway. StrongSVille, OH 44136.
Phone (216) 572-2100 FAX (216) 572-0985
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to see how we can be
a part of your game plan.

rors, as well as possible tooth alignment
variation.
It is extremely important throughout
the manufacturing and measurement.
process (0 be careful. that the center axis
ohhe pitch cylinder ofthe teeth is comcident with the center of rotation of the
machine or journals. Many inspection
machiaesand some finishing machines
use centers for locating the gear. Unfortunately, the gears are never used
from centers in the application. They
either mount from a bore or from journals and shoulders. Most people believe
that because the journals and.teeth were
finished from centers, that they all run
true. "Murphy" says that even though
the journals were ground from centers,
they will never run true again. Just
check them and see!
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Care should be taken. with the choice
of arbor types used. If a solid, cylindrical arbor goes into a bore, there has
to be clearance; therefore, the gear can
drop off center, causing runout maybe only a few ten thousandths of an
inch, but this is a lot when trying to
meet involute tolerances. If a slow taper
arbor is used ma cylindricalbore, the
gear will tip, causing wobble and tooth
alignment variation. The only way to
use these types of arbors with confidence is to use pre-qualified axial and
radial proof spots or bands that are true
with the actual journals. These can be
indicated and trued before finishing or
measuring.
Some of the recommended arbor
types that will take up the clearance in
the bore or journals are hydraulic expanding, expanding collet, precision
3-jaw mandrels, and ball sleeve interference fit,
When it comes to the manufacture
and measurement of AGMA class Ql I
and higher gears, the results depend
more upon the practices and care
discussed above than on the condition.
of Ute finishing machine.
BE AWARE!!

